
Visually impaired walk across the Cévennes with…Open Way
By Michel Helmbacher, secretary of Association Yvoir, who accompanied the walk

As  a  preamble  to  the  140th anniversary  of  a  certain  Robert  Louis  Stevenson’s  roaming  trip  on  foot  -

accompanied by a she-donkey carrying his belongings- from September 22nd  to October 4th,  1878, between

Le-Monastier-sur-Gazeille and St-Jean-du-Gard through the natural areas of Velay and Gévaudan, Mont-

Lozère and Cévennes, eight visually impaired people decided to walk -without any human assistance- part of

the route followed by the Scot -a mythical way which has now become the famous GR 70.

Gérard Muller, chairman of Yvoir with his Open Way in a sling bag and his white cane in the hand

From a Cévennes valley to the next

With a white cane to find their way and the Open Way GPS navigator in a sling bag giving them directions,

Gérard Muller, Nicolas Linder, Clément Glass, Richard Muller, Daniel Budin Jean-François Ménard and

Florentin Wiget started from Florac (capital of the Camisards war which  opposed the supporters of the

Reformation, the Protestants, to the catholic troops of the king from 1702 to the French Revolution) to reach

in six days the city of Alès, capital of the Cévennes and former coal mining area. Their aim was to walk

across  the  Cévennes  mountains  through  the  land  of  chestnut  trees  and  mulberry  trees,  via  St-Julien-

d’Arpaon, Plan-de-Fontmort, Le Cauvel, Saint-Germain-de-Calberte, la Fregeyre, le col d’Uglas, St-Jean-

du-Gard, St-Paul-la-Coste and Moncalm.



Between the départements of Lozère and Gard, a series of deep valleys leading to the sea which

can be seen in the far distance.

The Open Way GPS navigator showing the way

A person who can see and has no difficulty getting around in the multi-coloured environment

around them can hardly imagine –shutting their eyes for a minute- how visually impaired people

could perform long walks without any other  human assistance.  However,  Gérard has already

walked the Santiago-de-Compostela Way (1700kms) in three months, in full autonomy. Clément

“gobbled” a marathon in 4h24 on rough ground and he regularly takes part in over 50km trails.

Nicolas  doesn’t  hesitate  in  joining  visually  impaired  friends  for  several  days  walking  in  the

Vosges mountains. Richard often walks on La Réunion Island’s paths. Daniel and Jean-François

often walk in the Pyrenees. Florentin, formerly a guide in Switzerland, can see but has orientation

difficulties further to a fall and three months in a coma state, like the others he has not given in

and he shows that one can continue to live and enjoy oneself despite such handicaps. One cannot

but be stunned by the achievements of such walkers!

Nicolas Linder, Daniel Budin and Clément Glass walking autonomously on Chemin Stevenson

with a white cane to find their way and the Open Way GPS navigator in a sling bag giving them

directions)



 

Of course, there is a trick and it is called Open Way

Open Way GPS navigator  is  an application which has been developed by Association Yvoir

based in Strasbourg. Gerard Muller is the chairman and René Farcy, researcher in optronics at

CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) is the developer of the application. Nicolas

Linder is the project coordinator, Clément Gass and the other walkers are the “testers” whose

constant aim is to make the device evolve.

Installed in a smartphone that the visually impaired person carries on their chest in a sling bag (as

can be seen on some of the photos above) Open Way software is linked to a compass. The route

to follow has been digitised and every ten seconds it gives vocal directions to the walker using

the body position. For example, when the person hears “30m-9h”, it means that in 30 metres they

have to turn left at a right angle.

Thanks to Open Way the person who digitises  information can also point  out  some obvious

dangers such as a gate blocking the way, a ditch along the path, a difficult crossroads at which the

walker must keep left in order to take the right direction, stairs, crossing a road used by cars…

However, at first it is totally out of question for a visually impaired person to leave on their own

in the wild. Using Open Way requires training and acquiring skill.

Open Way does not detect obstacles so it is essential to be able to use the white cane to “sweep”

the ground ahead for information about the state of the ground and the possible presence of roots,

big stones, path edge, puddles, sudden declivity, parked cars, road signs…

Many officials were able to attend a demo of Open Way)

Before setting off on their first leg of the walk the visually impaired gave a demo in Parc Paul

Arnal in Florac leading the way to all the participants behind including “la cargoline”, a donkey

drawn cart for people with limited mobility.

Donkey hire companies, Ministry representatives, the Press, many had replied positively to the

joint  invitation  of  Hubert  Pfister,  chairman  of  Association  Sur  le  Chemin  de  Robert  Louis

Stevenson and Gérard Muller chairman of Yvoir, namely: several officials of Parc National des

Cévennes,  Stefano  Dominioni,  director  of  the  European  Institute  of  Cultural  Routes,  Brigitte

Thorin, in charge of accessibility issues within the French government, elected members of the

local and regional assemblies, Julien Travier, mountain guide, Anne-Sylvie Pfister walkers hostel

manager, Jean-Pierre Marie, donkey hire manager…

Everyone was able to witness the reality, the magic and the importance of Open Way for visually

impaired people. It was also an opportunity for all present to confirm their interest for the project 



and their commitment to digitising the whole length (272kms) of the Stevenson route from Le-

Puy-en-Velay to Alès by 2019 in order to make it accessible to all.

Jean-Pierre and his donkey pulling the “cargoline” along the alleys of Parc Paul Arnal in Florac

Day 1: Walking over the Tarnon at Pont de Barre / Group arrival at St-Julien-d’Arpaon

Day 2: Walking below St-Julien-d’Arpaon castle…following an old railway



Day 2:  Walking up to Plan de Fontmort / Overnight stop at Cauvel castle



 

 



 

 

 





 

Day 3: Following GR70 between Plan de Fontmort and St-Germain-de-Calberte

Day 3: Lunch break in the village of St-Germain-de-Calberte 

Day 3: The hamlet of Pont-de-Burgen / Overnight stop at the walkers’ hostel Gîte de la Fregeyre

Day 4: Towards the mountain of La Vieille Morte / Photos at La Pierre de la Vieille

Day 4: Lunch break at Le Couti / Uglas Pass

Day 4: Walking down to Saint-Jean-du-Gard / Overnight stop at Camping des Sources in St-Jean-

du-Gard

Day 5: Day in St-Jean-du-Gard to discover the heritage of the Cévennes valleys

Day 5: The guides at Maison Rouge museum in St-Jean: Alain Renaux and Michel Verdier

Day 5: The ethno-botanical gardens of Maison Rouge / Day 6: The village of St-Paul-la-Coste

Day 6: Meeting the town councillors at St-Paul-la-Coste / The Romanesque church of St-Paul-la-

Coste (12th century)

Day 6: Clément running down the path between Moncalm and Alès

Day 6: rue Faubourg-de-Rochebelle in Alès / Endpoint, place des Martyrs de la Résistance in

Alès


